























Radically Impure (2019) 
 
 
This piece has been specially composed for the composer and jazz flautist Richard Worth. 
To create an improvising framework for Richard to work with, the piece uses modal 
scales, but in no systematic way.  The various sections, melodies and chords are built from 
specified modes, but these interchange freely to give a sense of modulation, although the 
piece has a relatively restricted range of tonal centres. Whilst writing the piece, I took 
inspiration from the Ferdinand Léger exhibition at Tate Liverpool. Richard and I 
performed an improvised set there in early March 2019, taking cues from the exhibition to 
suggest sound material and provide inspiration. I was particularly interested in the pieces 
that featured scenes of construction workers on skyscrapers.  
 
I had these images in mind when composing this piece, along with archive footage and 
photographs of the Empire State Building construction site. The piece wasn’t going to be 
about anything specifically, but rather I used Léger’s work and the Liverpool exhibition 
to help create an atmosphere for the piece. Ultimately though, the association became 
strong and I feel the piece has become a celebration the bravery and danger those early 
construction workers faced – and this has some parallels with performing improvised 
music. Studying his work further, as someone who has not strived to establish a 
consistent style, possibly due to a love for popular, classical and modern experimental 
music, I began to feel an affinity with Léger, especially on reading Anna Vallye’s 
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